Mitotic chromosomes segregate at the ends of shortening spindle microtubules (MTs). In budding yeast, the Dam1 multiprotein complex supports this dynamic attachment, thereby contributing to accurate chromosome segregation. Purified Dam1 will track the end of a depolymerizing MT and can couple it to microbead transport in vitro. The processivity of such motions has been thought to depend on rings that the Dam1 complex can form around MTs, but the possibility that alternative coupling geometries contribute to these motilities has not been considered. Here, we demonstrate that both rings and nonencircling Dam1 oligomers can track MT ends and enable processive cargo movement in vitro. The coupling properties of these two assemblies are, however, quite different, so each may make a distinct contribution to chromosome motility.
M
itotic chromosomes are attached to spindle fibers by a multiprotein complex, the kinetochore (1-3). Kinetochores bind strongly to the plus ends of spindle microtubules (MTs), but tubulin subunits can still be added or lost from these MT ends as the chromosomes move. Kinetochores are also sites where forces can be generated to move chromosomes either toward or away from the pole that a kinetochore faces, so this interface provides multiple important mitotic functions. Kinetochores include MT-dependent motors and several protein complexes that lack motor activity but can still bind to a MT wall or end. These nonmotor complexes too may be important for chromosome motion, because depolymerizing MTs can generate enough force to move chromosomes without the help of motors, both in vivo and in vitro (4) (5) (6) (7) .
The mechanism by which a kinetochore is coupled to the end of a shortening or lengthening MT is still unknown, but a 10-subunit protein complex from budding yeast kinetochores, called Dam1 or DASH, is important for chromosome-spindle attachments and spindle integrity in this organism (3) . Purified Dam1 heterodecamers assemble around MTs into rings of 16-25 subunits (8, 9) . At higher protein concentrations, both multiple rings and helices of Dam1 will form (10, 11) .
In yeast spindles, Dam1 is found primarily at kinetochores, although some of it associates with spindle MTs (12) . A careful estimate of the number of Dam1 subunits at metaphase kinetochores in budding yeast gave 16-20 heterodecamers (12) , enough to form a single ring. The behavior of kinetochore-associated Dam1 fluorescence suggests that these subunits are stably attached to kinetochore MTs, showing little or no turnover. However, a second population of Dam1, which is dimly localized to spindle MTs, shows faster turnover, indicating the presence of a dynamic pool of complexes (12) .
Oligomers of Dam1 can travel with a shortening MT in vitro (8) , suggesting that this complex may be the primary MT-chromosome coupler in yeast. A bead coated with Dam1 will also associate with a MT in vitro and follow its end during either assembly or disassembly (13, 14) , properties that are reminiscent of chromosome motions in vivo. Because Dam1 will assemble into rings that encircle MTs, all aspects of Dam1 behavior in vitro have so far been interpreted as a result of its forming ring-like structures.
To test this assumption and to gain insight into the structural requirements for Dam1 motility and coupling, we have examined MT depolymerization-dependent Dam1 behavior in vitro under conditions that are permissive for ring formation, or when ring formation is blocked or highly reduced. Our quantitative analyses demonstrate that not only rings but also other configurations of Dam1 can harness the energy available from MT depolymerization. These results strongly suggest that different oligomeric forms of Dam1 may contribute to mitotic chromosome motion.
Results

Dam1 Complexes That Track an MT End Move Steadily While Main-
taining Their Size. To study Dam1 motility at the ends of shortening MTs under conditions permissive for the assembly of ring-shaped oligomers, we used MTs that projected into solution but were firmly attached to a coverslip at their minus ends (Fig. 1A) . MT plus ends were temporarily stabilized with caps of rhodaminated tubulin, assembled with a slowly hydrolyzable analog of GTP (GMPCPP), so depolymerization of the labile MT segment could be induced at will by dispersing its fluorescent cap [ref. 15 ; supporting information (SI) Text, Part 1]. Dam1 labeled with Alexa488 formed static green dots with various intensities along these stabilized MTs. Previous studies suggest that such dots could correspond to single rings, stacks of rings, or short spirals (11) . To determine the structure of the Dam1 oligomers in our experimental system, we examined samples from these chambers by EM, but the MTs that projected into solution tended to break, so only the shortest MTs, perhaps those that were GMPCPP-stabilized, survived on EM grids. Furthermore, at the range of Dam1 concentrations where there were only a few fluorescent dots on MTs 10-20 m long (2-20 nM), it was impossible to find representative samples of Dam1-MT complexes by EM, where the field of view is small. We therefore mixed taxol-stabilized MTs with Dam1 at higher Dam1 concentrations (200-350 nM). The resulting MTs were uniformly green in the fluorescence microscope, and in the EM, both single and double rings were now readily seen on the MTs (Fig. 1B) , suggesting that these are the most common structures that form under our experimental conditions.
When the stabilizing cap was dispersed on our segmented MTs decorated with Alexa488-Dam1, a green dot followed the shortening MT end (Movie S1, Fig. 1C ), as described in a different system (8) . This tracking of the MT end by Dam1 complexes depended on our addition of 2-mercaptoethanol (␤ME). Without this reducing agent, Alexa488-Dam1 still formed dots on MTs, but MT depolymerization was severely inhibited, and the dots did not move, indicating an importance for sulfhydryl (SH) groups in MT-mediated Dam1 sliding (Fig. 1D ). In the presence of ␤ME, a distal Dam1 spot tracked the shortening MT end with a rather constant speed (Fig. 1E, and Fig. S1 ). The brightness of a tipassociated Dam1 complex was also relatively constant during the segments of linear motions on MTs free of other complexes, indicating the maintenance of a constant end-tracking structure. However, it was also apparent that steady Dam1 tracking was sometimes interrupted; pauses usually occurred when the tracking complex encountered a bright lattice-bound complex. Before the resumption of tracking, spot brightness usually returned to its original level ( Fig. 1 C and E and Fig. S1 ), strongly suggesting that the tracking complex had a preferred size. These observations prompted us to examine the size of the tracking complexes and the nature of their pausing.
An End-Tracking Dam1 Complex Can Be a Single Ring but Not a Larger
Complex. To assess the number of Dam1 subunits in the tracking complexes, we first quantified the fluorescence of motionless coverslip-associated dots of Alexa488-Dam1 and measured the kinetics of their photobleaching. When dim dots were photobleached with the 488-nm line from a stable Argon-ion laser, their intensity decreased in visible steps (Fig. 1F ). To test this assertion and to identify the size of a single step, we used two algorithms: Gaussian fitting of the fluorescence-intensity histogram (16) and the pairwise distance difference (PDF) method (17) (SI Text, Part 2). Both methods revealed the presence of statistically significant stepwise changes in fluorescent intensity (P Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 ). The unit brightness of Alexa488 fluorophores in our system was 15,800 Ϯ 1,200 and 16,362 Ϯ 1,990 arbitrary units, as determined with these two algorithms, respectively (Fig. 1G) . The molar ratio of fluorophores to protein for our labeled Dam1 was 2.1 Ϯ 0.1, so spot brightness before bleaching provided a measure of the number of Dam1 subunits in that oligomer. For example, the dim, motionless spots attached to a coverslips contained 1.9 Ϯ 0.4 (n ϭ 44) heterodecamers, suggesting a dimer. In the same experimental chambers and under identical conditions, the distribution of intensities of the spots that tracked with shortening MTs showed a significant grouping (Fig. 1H ): they contained 19 Ϯ 3 (n ϭ 18) heterodecamers. The largest moving complex observed contained Ϸ25 subunits. We concluded that the oligomers that tracked shortening MT ends had a composition consistent with a single but not a double ring.
A Moving Dam1 Complex Can Shed Subunits When It Encounters a
Large Static Complex. Although the tracking Dam1 complex moved with a constant speed on a MT wall that was free of other complexes, its behavior was more complex when it encountered another Dam1 oligomer. Occasionally, the MT wall-associated Dam1 dots were ''collected'' by the shortening end, as in ref.
8, but such dots were usually dimmer than the tip complex and contained on average 9 Ϯ 1 Dam1 heterodecamers ( Fig. 2A) . These dots did not slow MT shortening significantly: the ratio of average rates for segments with and without such dots was 1.2 Ϯ 0.1 (n ϭ 94 and 85, respectively). For examples, see the dimmer dots on Fig. 1 C and E and Fig. S1 A. However, Dam1 complexes with intensities similar to or brighter than that of the tracking complex usually halted MT depolymerization, although it resumed later with a highly similar speed (e.g., brighter dots on Fig. 1 C and E and Fig. S1 ). In 90% of such cases (n ϭ 29), the resumption of motion occurred only after a decrease in Alexa488-Dam1 brightness, indicating that large complexes could not track MT ends processively. Together, these quantitative analyses strongly suggest that when a tracking ring encounters one or more static MT wall-associated rings ( Fig. 2 A) , a shedding of excess Dam1 is required for tracking to resume. We have used laser photobleaching to ask whether the tracking Dam1 complexes displaced ''downstream'' wall-associated ones or vice versa. If the moving (upstream) complex displaced the motionless downstream one, then the brightness of the tracking signal should be constant and unaffected by the intensity of the downstream complex (Fig. 2B Left) , whereas if the downstream complex displaces upstream, the opposite should prevail (Fig. 2B Right) . To discriminate between these possibilities, we photobleached MTassociated Alexa488-Dam1 complexes that were not at the MT tip. Photobleached static complexes on MT walls remained dim for minutes, confirming a slow rate of exchange between soluble and MT-bound Dam1 (11) . After such photobleaching, we induced tubulin depolymerization. The brightness of the tip-associated signal decreased as it moved into a bleached area, and fluorescence reappeared only after MT depolymerization continued into an unbleached region and the tracking complex encountered a bright, static complex ( Fig. 2 C and D) . We then analyzed the cargo-moving properties of Dam1 complexes. Previous studies have demonstrated that microbeads coated with Dam1 protein can move processively at the ends of shortening MTs (8, 13, 14) . In our system, too, Dam1-coated beads bound readily to MTs preincubated with Alexa488-Dam1, and when MTs were induced to disassemble, the beads moved processively (Movie S2).
Two observations suggested that the beads in our system tracked the MT end while stably attached to a Dam1 ring. First, at reduced levels of Dam1 decoration, the beads moved processively, reminiscent of the steady tracking by tip-associated complexes on MT segments free of Dam1 decoration. However, with higher Dam1 density on the MTs, the tracking beads sometimes encountered a static Dam1 complex. Such encounters frequently resulted in bead detachment (Fig. S2 A) , as expected from the results on the shedding of a tracking Dam1 complex described above. Second, we tested the ring-attachment hypothesis by examining the 3D motions of beads that were tracking a shortening MT end. If the beads were bound to MTs by rings, these motions should comprise a simple sliding along the MT wall, so any point on the bead's surface, not just its center, should move parallel to the MT axis. To test this prediction, we spiked one side of our beads with fluorescently labeled Dam1, then saturated the remaining binding sites with unlabeled Dam1. This process produced beads with a uniform distribution of Dam1 but unevenly distributed fluorescence. When these Dam1-coated beads were allowed to associate with MTs in the presence of soluble Dam1, they moved with simple sliding motions, as expected, if these beads were being pulled by rings (Movie S3).
Dam1-Coated Beads Can Track MT Ends in the Absence of Ring
Formation. We have asked whether rings are required for bead transport on shortening MTs by coating microbeads with Alexa488-Dam1, then thoroughly rinsing them free of soluble protein (SI Text, Part 1). These beads attached only to the GMPCPP portions of our segmented MTs, not to their GDP-containing segments (Fig. S2B) . Even when the beads were held against the MT wall with the laser trap, without soluble Dam1, they failed to form a firm association with the GDP-MT wall. This suggested that without Dam1 in solution, the bead-MT links were formed by only a few beadassociated Dam1 heterodecamers, rather than by a multisubunit encircling ring. Such weak binding was apparently stabilized by the higher affinity of Dam1 for a GMPCPP-tubulin-containing lattice at the MT caps (11) .
When the GMPCPP caps were photodispersed, 46% of 420 
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Time beads fell off, but the rest moved steadily toward the MT minus ends at 29.9 Ϯ 1.2 m/min (Movie S4). Such MT end tracking by Dam1-coated beads in the absence of soluble Dam1 has been interpreted previously as a result of bead-associated rings, which somehow formed around the MTs from the bead-bound Dam1 (13, 14) . If this interpretation were correct, then adding soluble Dam1 to this system should have no effect on the system's kinetics, but in the presence of soluble Dam1, the speed of bead movement dropped to 7.9 Ϯ 1.0 m/min (Fig. 3A, Fig. S2C ). Remarkably, without soluble Dam1, the Dam1-coated beads increased the rate of MT depolymerization, which in our system was 21.9 Ϯ 2.0 m/min, n ϭ 57. When more Dam1 was bound to the beads, their average speed increased even further (Fig. 3B) , contrary to expectations based on the hypothesis that rings can form from bead-associated Dam1. Furthermore, beads coated with the S4D phosphomimetic Dam1 complex, in which the oligomerization of Dam1 heterodecamers is reduced (18) , also tracked shortening MT ends (Fig. S2D) . Finally, MT end-tracking by Dam1-associated beads occurred even in the absence of ␤ME (Fig. S2D) , indicating a biochemically different requirement for this type of motility than when rings can form. Together, these results strongly suggest that Dam1-coated beads can be transported by depolymerizing MTs in the absence of ring assembly. Previous studies using such beads in the absence of soluble Dam1 and ␤ME (13, 14) are likely to be pertinent to this ring-independent motility (SI Text, Part 3).
Dam1-Coated Beads Roll Rather Than Slide When Soluble Dam1 Is
Absent. Previous reports have shown that proteins other than Dam1 can transduce the energy from MT depolymerization into bead motility (19) . A ring-like structure was most unlikely to have contributed to the nucleotide-independent motions of these beads, which were coated with dynein, kinesin, or the chimeric kinesin NK350 (19) . It has been suggested that this kind of bead motility resulted from a bead's rolling in front of the protofilaments that bend as the MT shortened (20, 21) . To test this model, we used the above-described approach with unevenly fluorescent beads. In the absence of soluble Dam1, some of the Dam1-coated beads obviously rotated while moving with a shortening MT (Fig. 3 C and D , Movie S5), a behavior that is incompatible with ring-based attachment. The rolling is obvious, however, only when the plane of bead rotation remains perpendicular to the optical axis. Because the beads oriented randomly, and thermal motions were significant, we quantified the degree of bead rotation by determining the projections of their brightest spot onto the MT axis in the image plane (Fig. 3 C and E-G) . Beads moving with depolymerizing MTs showed significantly higher rotational mobility than the same beads before their start of directed motion, beads monitored in the presence of soluble Dam1, beads that were statically attached to MTs via biotin-streptavidin link, or than beads that were stuck to the coverglass (Fig. 3G) . Because mitotic chromosomes do not rotate while moving, it appears that the mechanism by which Dam1 supports bead motion in the absence of rings is unlikely to be directly relevant to the situation in vivo.
Nonencircling Dam1 Assemblies Have Diverse Shapes and Diffuse
Rapidly. The above results demonstrated that Dam1 heterodecamers can bind MTs and even support bead transport in the absence of ring formation. Structural studies, however, have suggested the ring formation is highly favored, because nonring complexes are infrequently seen by EM [ Fig. 1B (10, 11) ]. There may, however, be a bias toward the visualization of rings if they preferentially survive specimen preparation or are easier to see. To ask whether Dam1 will bind MTs when ring formation is prevented, we attached biotinylated MTs to a streptavidin-coated coverslip, thereby blocking the formation of MT-encircling structures (Fig. 4A) . Alexa488-Dam1 protein still bound to these MTs, forming fluorescent dots that diffused rapidly, frequently merging and separating (Fig. 4B) . As with ring sliding, these motions depended on the presence of ␤ME (Fig. S3) . The rate of spot movement decreased with increasing fluorescence intensity, as expected for randomly diffusing particles with different numbers of bonds to their substratum (Fig.  4C) . EM of these preparations, which were lightly fixed to stabilize weak interactions, revealed complexes with various sizes and shapes, some of which resembled arcs (Fig. 4D) . Thus, Dam1 heterodecamers can bind MTs not only as encircling assemblies (10, 11) but also as mobile, structurally diverse complexes, which we call ''patches.''
Nonencircling Dam1 Assemblies Can Follow a Depolymerizing MT End.
To examine the structural requirements for MT end-tracking by Dam1 in the absence of beads, we analyzed the properties of a Dam1 mutant in which ring formation is reduced (18) . Alexa488-labeled S4D mutant Dam1 bound readily to MTs that projected into solution, consistent with its reported affinity for these polymers (11) . It failed, however, to form the discrete, well contrasted MT-associated dots that were characteristic of the wild-type complex. Mutant protein decorated MTs more evenly, and the areas of increased brightness appeared to diffuse more rapidly than wildtype Dam1 complexes. When MTs coated with this mutant Dam1 depolymerized, the distal Dam1 dot moved processively with the shortening MT ends at 25.1 Ϯ 2.9 m/min, n ϭ 38 (Fig. 4E) . Furthermore, with this mutant, we observed some events similar to those originally described for wild-type Dam1 (8, 11) , such as MT bundling and motions indicative of force-coupling properties. For example, a shortening MT end attached to the wall of another MT by a S4D Dam1 dot exerted a pulling force, so the attached MT bowed (Movie S6). Clearly, visible manifestations of MT end tracking and force generation by Dam1 protein complexes do not require the efficient formation of rings.
Discussion
Kinetic and Coupling Properties of the Dam1 Oligomers in Vitro.
Previous work has demonstrated different MT-dependent motions of the Dam1 complexes in vitro (8, 13, 14) . Although EM studies imply that a MT encircling is the prevalent form of Dam1 oligomerization [ Fig. 1B (8, 10) ], it appears that a noticeable fraction of Dam1 complexes formed in vitro consists of incomplete rings and patches. Our discovery that these small complexes can exhibit all known types of Dam1-mediated motility, most notably the tracking of MT ends and microbead transport, highlights the importance of detailed examination of all aspects of these phenomena, so that each of these different oligomeric forms receives an accurate description.
Our evidence that the majority of complexes that track shortening MT ends in vitro are single rings is not compelling, but it is strong and similar in nature to the arguments that suggest the presence of rings at yeast kinetochores (12) . Most importantly, the tracking complex has a number of subunits similar to the ring size seen by EM. The tracking complex is also remarkably robust: it travels with a constant speed and unchanged brightness over MT segments free of other complexes, and it can even collect smaller Dam1 complexes without significant slowing. A microbead carried by the tracking complex shows no significant rotation, consistent with a sliding motion, which a ring must exhibit for processive motility. There are no detectable saltatory motions of the complexes that are large enough to form a ring, both when they track the MT end and when they are bound to the MT wall (Fig. 1C and Fig. S1 A) , consistent with a notion that these complexes adhere strongly to the MTs (11, 22) .
A previous study of Dam1 bound to GMPCPP MTs that were depolymerized by the destabilizing kinesin XMCAK1 found a higher density of rings at the MT ends than on the walls; this was thought to result from the accumulation of sliding rings that had stacked together (11) . Strongly bound rings, however, should not collect easily, consistent with our finding that the tracking complexes did not contain enough subunits to form more than one ring (Fig. 1H) . Indeed, in this work, where GDP-MTs were induced to depolymerize by removal of a stable cap, the tracking Dam1 complex disintegrated when it encountered another such complex (Fig. 2) . We hypothesize that the increased density of rings at the ends of shortening MTs, reported in ref. 11 reflected the retardation of MT depolymerization by large Dam1 stacks rather then their collection. The Dam1 shedding that occurs during pausing might be detrimental to processive cargo movement (Fig. S2 A) , but because the intracellular Dam1 protein level is low (10, 12) , such events are unlikely to occur during kinetochore motions in vivo. Unlike ring-size Dam1 complexes, Dam1 patches diffuse fast. They too can travel with the shortening MT ends (Figs. 1H and 4E) . The dimly labeled population of Dam1 complexes along spindle MTs (12) and the rapidly diffusing complexes seen along kinetochore MTs (6) are likely to represent these nonring Dam1 complexes in vivo. Future work should focus on determining detailed kinetics properties of Dam1 patches, such as the rate at which they track MT ends and the degree of their collection, because these characteristics are vital for determining whether they could serve as good kinetochore couplers. Although the Dam1-coated beads can track shortening MT ends in the absence of Dam1 rings, the beads roll on the MT surface rather than slide. We take this as an indication that the Dam1 patches cannot ensure the kind of coupling required for the translational motions of chromosomes, but further work is required to address this important issue.
On the Nature of Dam1 Complexes That Function at the Budding Yeast
Kinetochore. If Dam1 nonencircling complexes can support MTdependent motility in vitro, as our work suggests, could they carry on this task in live cells? The deletion of any component of the Dam1 complex is lethal in budding yeasts, but cells with the S4D mutation are viable (3). Such cells do, however, have defective kinetochore-MT attachments, as evidenced by lagging chromosomes in anaphase (23) . Based on this phenotype and our own observations, we suggest that these ring-deficient Dam1 complexes can support depolymerization-dependent cargo motions, but they are less effective than rings in some aspect of a task that is important for accurate chromosome segregation.
Early in mitosis, the two forms of Dam1 oligomers may coexist dynamically to facilitate the formation of rings on properly bioriented kinetochores, during which time the ringless geometries of Dam1 may provide auxiliary functions for chromosome motilities. However, the ring-forming Dam1-coupler may be preferred for maintaining a force-transducing link, because these attachments have to be very stable (24) . Interestingly, the number of Dam1 complexes per kinetochore in fission yeast is estimated to be less than that required for a full ring, suggesting that nonencircling assemblies may be the preferred functional form in these cells (25) ; other MT end-tracking proteins may also be involved (26) . In mammalian cells, where a close Dam1 homolog has not been found, processive kinetochore-MT attachment may be facilitated by fibrillar complexes rather than rings (J.R.M., unpublished work). Future studies should focus on defining the biophysical properties of these structurally different couplers, so that we may learn about their respective strengths and limitations.
Materials and Methods
Reagents and Experimental Conditions. Bacterially expressed Dam1 complexes were purified and labeled as in refs. 10 and 11. After dialysis and centrifugation (130,000 ϫ g, 15 min), Dam1 was kept on ice; immediately before experiment, it was diluted to 1-20 nM into "motility" buffer: 80 mM K-Pipes, pH 6.9; 1 mM EGTA; 4 mM MgCl2; 1-2 mM DTT; casein (0.5 mg/ml); BSA (4 mg/ml); and 0.5-1% ␤ME. All in vitro assays were performed as in ref. 15 , unless stated otherwise. To sterically block ring formation, MTs were grown from a mixture of unlabeled and biotinylated tubulin (2.5:1), stabilized with taxol, and attached to a streptavidincontaining coat on a coverglass (0.5 mg/ml biotinylated BSA followed by rinsing, then by 0.5 mg/ml streptavidin). In all other experiments, Chlamydomonas axonemes or Tetrahymena pellicles were affixed to a coverslip to nucleate MT growth with 1 mM GTP. MTs were subsequently stabilized by capping them with rhodamine-labeled tubulin in 0.5 mM GMPCPP (15) . Disassembly of such capped MTs was induced with the light from an HBO100 lamp, filtered for Texas red. Under conditions in which the minus MT end was also dynamic, the movement of end-proximal Dam1 dots occurred similarly at both MT ends. We used 0.52-m silica beads (carboxylate-modified; Bangs Laboratories) and polystyrene beads with covalently bound streptavidin (0.44 m from Spherotech and 0.51 m from Bangs Laboratories). The results from these different beads were not significantly different, so they were grouped. Detailed information about other experimental protocols, preparation of the Dam1-coated beads, data acquisition, and EM is provided in SI Text, Part 1, and Fig. S4 .
